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Usually not enough care because of rushing, sometimes inexperience. We have very few in
sterile services
wet slippery areas sport related
We do not have a high rate of incidents at our workplace, the majority being damage to
work vehicles.
Ignorance or not following procedures is probably the main cause of most injuries.
manual handling and staff not using equipment in place
Lack of training
illness - stress
slips, trips and falls workstations
Staff that become too relaxed with their job and get too used to machinery they start
taking shortcuts
small plant but overall complaicincy
Failure to follow policies, or instructions.
For quite afew year now we have a nil days lost through injury, We have an on going
programme of safe lifting and correct hoisting
complancency, training,
cluttered books, boxes all over the floor in office, cable sticking out on floor
Impatience and a casual attitude
Fatigue
People not taking care in in to much of a hurry
Clients acting unpredictably
The only workplace incidents Ive heard about have been related to back problems and
usually support person has not followed safety requirements.
People not following instructions, not taking 5, rushing and having a "she'll be right
attitude". Illness is oftern related to unhealthly living (poor diet, smoking) and not being
engaged in the workplace.
Stresss and heavy lifting
Trips and falls. Due to building layout. Hazard signs are noted for areas.
Occasionally workplace environment e.g how busy it is or how much work buildup there is.
When the building (which is leased) is not up to standard causing an uncomfortable
workplace
Taking items fogranted,ie THe job was the same 5 yrs ago. Being more responsible and safe.
Take Five
The design of our work place and not being proactive enough to stop incidents from
happening prior to the incident happening in the first place.
Lifting and trips/falls
plant design - projects hurredly finished with hazards built in. time - time pressure making
people have to hurry. shiftwork - people constantly sleep-deprived

Production demands, Working culture, Sometimes an individual can find their way to all the
hazards in the area and get hurt.
Machinery design
rushing to get job done
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Long hours and shift work
3 major causative factors (1) Slips Trips and Falls (2) Burns from hot water system (3)
Driving and back problems
Lack of common sense, lazyness, not prepared to get engaged. She'll be right attitude
sprains, strains, tripping
Minimal incidents occur
unusual tasks,
Stress, long hours, over worked
We have very few. However the bulk have been Admin lifting incorrectly. Equally; drivers
hitting stationery objects like bollards, piers in underground carparks, raised concrete
panels. We have also instances of sick people coming to work and spreading their germs
around others before being sent home!
lack of attention/concentration
We have low injuries at our workplus but the major ones we look out for are needlestick
injuries, trips, falls, lifting, overuse syndrome, fatique, working alone.
Fatigue and inattention
wet floors and obstacles eg objects hanging from ceiling, easy to walk into!
Stress, harassment and bullying
weather conditions, non compliant prisoners.
Employers just covering up the cracks
Rushing/ cutting corners and the stresses involved in coping with the general day to day
demands placed on the operating staff
Workers taking risks and/or not identifying/taking seriously hazards.
Tiredness, complacency
short cuts,faulty equipment,she'll be right.
Failure to adequtely identify and properly mitigate hazards, rushing, an innate focus on
production rather than safety First. On occassion a lack of experince in the leadership
team, leading to poor desicsion making.
Manual handling
Repetitive strain type injuries. Poor posture. Type of chair - one size does not fit all.
Communication and not making change
Taking shortcuts
Some staff tend to have a rather "lazy" attitude to H&S - i.e. they don't report near misses
and don't take hazard reporting seriously enough
Children playing, (normal minor scatches and bruises)
Manual Handling, Working long hours eg callbacks.
RSI
Service User assaults on staff
Manufacturing, pulp and sawmilling, probably lapse of concentration, plant is well gaurded,
occaision taking shot cuts
Cultural behaviour & attitude
Limited access to effective equipment - ie telephone head sets. Bad posture - old seating
(although in my area we have been fitted and have new chairs) Lack of attention or
ownership - minor trips or slips on wet areas. Stress
complacency and not following standard operating procedures
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cost cutting and time constraints
Non standard work. Unsafe or poor practices being carried out due to poor work
conditions within some areas of our factories.
empathy of the employer
Inattention.
Bullying and non slip mats
Lack of attention.
Inattention, no forthought
Lack of training in the job role, manual handling
inattention, lack of concentrationt, being half witted,
LACK OF A POSITIVE SAFETY CULTURE
Not whatcing out when working with sharps (WHEN SUTURING PATIENTS) Clinicians has to
be carefull with sharps and it is their duty to discard sharps, not the Dental Assistant. DA's
should put sharp instruments in a blue dish and not holding it in their hands before putting
in tote box for sterlilizing.
Pressure to achieve standards or get the work done. Short cuts.
A breakdown between pocess and application. In regards the employer will follow the H&S
act as far as processes but does not have to impliment recomendations or inititives from
staff and this complys with the law as written.
Stress
Clients
stress
Office enviroment. Most accidents caused by slips and falls.
absentminded when doing a task
Carelessness, (rip-shit-and-bust)
People's carelessness or failure to comply with established (documented, trained,
reinforced) procedures & safety protocoles.
mostly human error
Motor bikes
Unseen hazards, inattention possibly from fatigue, complacency and poor protective
equipment.
Disease in our branch in the medical centre Unwise expectations of staff as to how much is
too much load to carry
complaincy and lack of concentration
Despite requesting my manager, I dont get to see incident forms even if there is a staff
injury involved. I only here if some there is tea room chat, as I work part time, this is a
limited aceess as well. I work in a hospital. Repetitive tasks is a continuing issue in the
department I work in.
safe staffing
new employee's that have not got the understanding of what Safety is all about
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People being too used to routine in their work area instead of coming in with a fresh open
mind everytime they enter their work place to see what could be a health and safety
hazard
Lack of staff to do the job. Working undermanned. Bad weather. Trying to get the job done
in short time. Staff willing to come to work when they are unwell. Lack of sick leave and
annual leave.
people being unsafe or being unaware of danger
Doing silly things when thy know better. Rushing. The thing is these people have been
trained in the right way but still do it wrong.
"Normal" accidents (slips, falls etc)
Pressure from management to do unsafe jobs.
Carelessness by some workers and over confidence by others, also the lack of reporting of
hazards within some work areas
Stress, workload pressures (non physical hazards, because its an office evironment)
Employees not following correct procedures, not 'taking two'.
Lifting
people trying to get work done in a hurry and avoiding the weather,eg rain, wind, cold
when on nightshift

People not keeping an eye on the task before them. Fatigue is a big factor aswell due to
shift work, Not scaning the area for trip hazards,Lifting wrong
Most incidents are caused by workplace culture and workers attitudes
people not following house rules.
Work load management
Most staff have to do any and all tasks ie office relocation no contractors to move boxes
and desk etc.
laps in thinking
n/a
Lack of signage and anouncements of hazards in the wok place.
illness -common sickness
Slippery Floors, Mats, uneven paths
Environment. Equipment.
People trying to 'making do' with out or with substandard equipment so as not to cause a
bother. Especially those in a trainee role. Stress caused by unfairness and negative
managment attitutes towards some people.
Assaults on staff,
Fitness, our rolls are now complex and the ability to keep field fit is becoming harder. The
turn over of staff, leading to the loss of knoladge. this requires multiple layers of
burocuracy to manage. Its like swimming through treacle to get out of the kiddies
swimming pool.
Colds and flus from clients that can't look after themselves spread very quickly People not
following workplace break guidelines on computers
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People being stressed through high workload or external issues (Canterbury Earthquakes).
Not always concentrating on what they are doing or having to do things a different way
than what they have been trained to do.
Profit and more profit â€“ There is no reason or incentive for companies to comply to H&S
â€“ Whistle blowers are ridiculed and eventually leave the company
Enviromental e.g. aircon too hot/cold, not ensuring workers understand/follow best
practice re sitting at keyboards etc
In the last two years, the Canterbury earthquakes injured a couple of our staff.
Things being left sitting around on the floor.
not enough staff pushed for time
Workload
High workload, Stress
Stress - case loads - complexity of cases - relationships with the work place.
Stress
Stress

stress
No specific cause.
not all near misses or incidents are reported as they either dont get followed up or
depending on who you are you get disaplined or sweep it under the carpet.Companys are
more concerned about stats as the staff see it and when it comes down to geting
something fixed it takes to long but yet we get told there is no price on health and saftey.
men not trained for the job , unskilled labour working in a dangreous work place , lack of or
no on sight training , no safety gear supplied , lack of safety knowledge from company
excessives work hours , dead line pushed to hard forceing accidents
Slips, trips and falls caused by slippery/wet tiles
lack of awareness and correct or safer way of doing duties. Trying to cut corners or make
the job quicker often seems to be the reason why incidents occurr.
Human Factor
Employers & employees not understanding their role. Employer blatantly undermining the
health & Safety policy, esp. where members are ignorant. When an incident arise, hence
they will pin everything on the member. Their training is not comprehensive and materials
is not always a good source of understanding.
slips and strains
People not stopping and thinking,what am I about to do
people dont stop to thinkl about what there are doing when doing a job always in a hurry
to finsh the job.
Failure of employees to follow procedures and/or wear PPE
lack of education priority over production rather than safety poor maintianence incorrect
ppe
Pressure to get the job done by line managers
Unknown
lasey people
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Lack of supervision Fatigue Matcho culture
Trips and falls
Lack of knowledge, momentary loss of concerntration. Not getting to adhere to there
particular dept, H/S implementations.
Inattention. Not realising a hazard which exists at their workstation as they have worked
around it, instead of identifying the hazard & recording it as such. Lack of hazard
identification skills. Ineffective H & S reps.

Culture.
The awareness of hazards
Peoples attitude and the pressure from management to complete the jobs on time
complacency

TIME PRESSURE, AND WE HAVE ALWAYS DONE THIS MENTALLITY, AND FATIGUE.

Lack of attention , and different perception of personal risks
In my opinion putting unnecessary pressure on staff to complete tasks with haste.which in
some cases temporarily puts safe practices aside just to get the job done. All of our staff
members are aware of the dangers and hazards in their place of work but now and then
you will get injury from a staff member and i would ask them what happened and all they
would say is "Just being too quick"
There have been none observed.

people cutting corners, people coming back to work early after an illness, stress because of
poor management culture

heavy lifting with books
unsafe acts
Poor processes, lack of information
a majority of the injuries would be lifting injuries. Back and muscle injuries
bullying, harassment, workload issues (i.e. too much work, overload)
lack of attention to detail; attitudes that it will be ok; not willing to stop work and question
management or ask for other appropriate support or equipment that would mean a safer
job achieved
Manual labour, Tally speed.
Production focussed mindsets from both workers and management Complacency
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Complacency. Unpractice
A lack of awareness of potential hazards and risks
Students tipping over rough surfaces sometimes. There is very little injury.
complacancy
Lack of knowledge of the dangers
Long Hours Worked, Stress & Pressure, Slips & Falls,
Lack of concentration or thought about the consequences of actions.
Occupation overuse type injuries and minor injuries such as scrapes and bruises
There are many different incidents. Staff need to focus on the job at hand and identify all
hazards before starting work.
Staff to taking their time or not being 100% focused on job at hand.
complacency - fatique
Complacency or lack of knowledge on the task/s being performed. Not doing the task
according to prescribed brief.
Illness - staff at work when still contageous with cold/flu Injuries - repetitive strain / OSS
related that occur over time, which could be avoided with prompt action and support
Complacency
staff taking short cuts or rushing
Mind not on the job in hand. Employees doing the same job for years, working around a
hazard instead of fixing or recognising it.
Building design and stress causing people to rush
Body stressing and contracters that are trying to complete projects in a shorter timeframe
We all get plenty of training. But sometimes I think it is peoples actions/inations and
attitudes.
lack of attention when preforming their duties at work their mind is else where.
complacencey
Too much pressure and stress
Bad behaviours and staff not understanding the personal cost of an accident and their role
Individuals haveing a lack of common sense and not having appropriate guarding on
machinery
unforseen trips and falls and needle sticks
repetitive tasks causing RSI or other strains and complaints

door mats. rugs on shiny lino floors. slippery steps. playground equipment
can't find a common theme
Inattention, inexperience.
incorrect techniques
People rushing around and not thinking first about what they are doing.
Older age people set in their ways wanting to get the job done to plaese the management.
Individual stupidity. 99.9% of all accidents could have been prevented if the individuals had
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taken more care and attention to what they were doing. Everything seems to be focused
around the manager being responsible, yet the act clearly states everyones is responsible
for safety and there is little focus on individuals takinging care of themselves and others.
Mistakes, unworkable work practices, that cant be used if work is to be done, but as long as
the work gets done, m,anagement is happy.The moment an incident occurs thes
unworkable rules are used to disipline those involved.
Complacency, we think we are doing it right and we don't pause to consider the specific
task in hand.
individual accountability
stress related issues in our work place causes illness
Not yet sure
lack of common sence
familiarity within work environments, tools not up to standard for task, management
unwilling to listen to staff "at the coal face", companies baulk at H&S initiatives as soon as
the word money is used, workers being too lazy to contribute to H&S policies, people
sitting in offices making decisions and rules surounding a workplace they have never been
to thereby endangering staff
fatigue
unsure as only see one small area
Staff rushing around to meet tight deadlines
Slips trips & falls and inadequately planned Manual Handling tasks.
Poor workers attitudes.
The harden up culture which everyone is conditioned too.
stress on teachers to get things done
muscle strain that is job related, but majority of injuries outside work such as sports
Students not listning to instructions
repetitive strain on arms/hands/shoulders/necks/backs doing jobs such as computer work,
shelving books
disinterest of employees, combined with inaction from employers, due to so called budget
capex's
Bad habits practices
Supporting people with challenging behaviours, Pulled/strained muscles
Accident People not able to afford the doctor so they come back to work too early because
they can't get a certificate
Impatience and lack of attention to detail.
Dust exposure. And trying to do things too quickly.
staff not following procedures, lack of staff to do the jobs in a safe manner
Being a sports centre the majority of our incidents are from sporting injuries and collisions
between players.
people not taking correct precautions, and/or faollowing the correct proceedures that have
been put in place to prevent these things from happening
Not using proper tools provided for lifting 25kg bags/boxes. (Back injuries)
Being unaware or uninformed.
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Most injuries result from people taking short cuts and not following directives, guidelines or
recognised procedures. Illness in our workplace is usually caused by people (staff and
students) coming into school whilst sick.
near miss and trip hazard
Poor practices when bending and lifting; tiredness; not enough awareness of safe noise
levels
Accident
Complacency and have to get the job done
Lifting Boxes of yarn.Cut fingers on straps around boxes of yarn.Trip over an objected on
the floor.
old equipment,old floor coverings and wet floors
complacency
Manual Handling; Slips, Trips & Falls
Staff not following Sop's or not being vigilant in removing hazrds. Also seeing an increase in
staff suffering strees related health problems
Alot of it is people - I have learnt that incident happen because of people and systems.
Peoples minds are often not on the job.
Workers not taking responsibility for themselves. Sometimes they are genuine accidents
and they can't be helped.

Lack of attention to everyday activities
being rushed to complete tasks.
Staff members ignorance.
Employer not taking H&S seriously, pays lip service.
Lack of individual responisbility
Not carefull.Things not in the wright place at all times
Very long hours during main season kiwifruit packing most work in excess of 60 hours per
week.
People not following through with what they should do i.e. not wearing PPE when they
know they should to not seeing the urgentcy of managing a known hazard. Basiclly peoples
attitudes, but it is diven a bit by the overloading when their core work is still required.
unrealistic processes or not following, tiredness,
Taking shortcuts; not taking the time to use available equipment; lack of training in using
the equipment.
complacency. and or inattention
human error & carelessness
lack of awareness for the need of safe practices on a continual basis
Strains, paper cuts, lifting when to heavy
Children challenging themselves within our environment. Most of our 'injuries' are minor
bumps and scraps. Staff accidents are rare but of a similar nature.
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lack of attention
Company apathy
minor mishaps that could have been avoided if staff followed procedures for identifying
hazards, minimising them, and time required to fill out necessary forms. The employees
don't have time to fill in forms because of job requirements -- teachers.
slips, trips and falls
Manual handling
Lack of interest from staff members
Sedentary work practices
Repetition. Lack of time taken to assess sites.

We have minimum injury in our School. In most cases it could be from a lifting injury or
slipping on wet cobbles outside.
Alot of the home our employees do is carried out in peoples homes therefore alot of
accidents happen in these enviroments. The majority of our accidents come under the
'Slips, trips and Falls' category
people not being health & safety focussed, maybe not fit enough to do the physical work
required, sometimes rushing,
Limited awareness of procedures & policies, lack of training and enforcement.Entrenched
cultures and practice on the floor. Fatique/stress!!
Human error
Management think because a H&S rep is trained, it's 'being taken care of'. Its harder for a
rep to get anything done yet I've seen a boss put in energy and completely change the
mindset around H&S. The other side to that is people think it's management job to worry
about H&S.
For my specific industry - New Zealand Police - it is generally our clients actions that cause
major injuries, or vehicle crashes.
Lack of awareness and complacency from both the user and the employer
lack of time increasing pt loads new software eg trend care is not realistic with time
management eg it is ok for a ward to have 27 pts looked after by 2 staff
Inattention
Employers increasing the workload on individual employees by not employing the correct
number of people to do a job safely. Rushing and lack of proper training are the leading
causes in my opinion. These are generally the result of management cost cutting measures.
We have very few workplace accidents, illness is generally colds/ flu and sport injuries
Working too quickly
Non use of PPE
Work related injuries - arrests etx
Stress and fatigue
Simple, basic, plain and simple accidents.

Lack of hygiene and the challenging behaviour of clients.
unreported or known hazards that are not dealt with.This could mean that nothing has
been done by management until it is too late (risk management) particularly where the
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intitial cost of a hazard in terms of elimination would have been the better option.
We are low risk, but the main cause is not enough time, always rushing, stress. OSS
Lack of knowledge, impulsivity
Poor commitment to health and safety of employees at senior levels despite working for a
DHB. Lack of awareness of H&S responsibilities of employees. A focus on improving
productivity at the personal cost of employees.
Human beings,some times our minds are elsewere.
Apart from the ongoing OOS/RSI problems, mostly one-offs e.g. when alterations are taking
place
Complacency on both the employer and employee side. The moment the guard is let
down, is the moment an accident happens.
Poor h/s commitment from management
It is rare to have a health and safety incident. I have only had one incident of someone who
slipped in the shower at work and the problem was sorted straight away.
#NAME?
People attitudes towards health and safety, it's made out to be a tick box excersise until
someone get's hurt then the finger pointing and pot shots start about how H&S is a joke
and load of crap
lifting,equipment pulling equipment unblance lifts this causes back injuries and upper arm
and shoulder movements.people not reading signs that floors are wet.
carelessness
Staff being careless
human error
Lack of buy in at senior levels. Focus on reactive rather than proactive approach. Often
driven by cost saving rather than risk reduction. Tick the box attitudes to H & S.
Repetitive nature of job and knife wounds
lack of space, weight/size ratios, staffing
Fatigue with having to meet deadlines and not being allowed to work overtime to meet
those deadlines. Not taking micro breaks from computers because of those deadlines.
Illness - insufficient air conditioning
Sedantry positions, stress, not taking micro-pauses, OOS
Tidiedness Time limits Companies thinking of cost before safety whether it is a major cost
or minor
I don't know but maybe tiredness and standing on things like chairs
A desire to please the management, so people work long hours, work at the weekend,
ignore H&S guidance in the belief that is what the company wants. It isn't.
Lack of compliance to procedures.
the company not investigating 'Near misses' and the way they record and investgate things
People's attitude to safety...She'll be right attitude. Also not reporting the near misses
which could alert the company to an area that needs attention before the accident occurs,
where you find out about the near misses before hand.
fatigue, complacency, culture, lack of support.
slippery dangerous floors, bad work habits, dangerous lifts and opening doors
Tricky question. There are several answers in my opinion. Sometimes when there are time
pressures staff want to get the job done quickly and will not stop to get a better
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ladder/stand/work platform etc. They aften feel they are strong or flexible enough to cope
and it will only take a minute of risk to save a lot of time going to stores to find the correct
eqpt. Sometimes it is a lack of situational awareness. Staff bump their heads when they
are working around awkward eqpt, or go to get up and fail to notice something in the way.
Sometimes staff simply can't be bothered getting the correct tool, or may not know where
it is. Some staff are more accident prone than others and we sometimes question whether
they are appropriate for the role. Workplace induction is often lacking. Staff always get a
thorough induction when joining the company, but supervisors often faile to induct that
person into his/her work area properly. It is important to identify and explain to new staff
what the hazards are, and it reinforces the workplace safety policy especially important to
ensure the new employee sees with his/her own eye "this is the way we do things around
here" and it means more when the boss says it. Sometimes staff need to stop and ask
themselves "Is this the safest way to..." and take necessary steps to ensure everyone's
safety. I work in a manual labour-intensive industry so there will always be higher risk and
more chance of injury compared to sedentary jobs. There is an old saying... "He who does
nothing makes no mistakes". It is very true. The typical Kiwi (and Australian and South
African) male is prepared to take a calculated risk. It is in our nature. More emphasis
should be placed on training staff to recognise this trait and encourage them to stop and
think about their situation. Also more emphasis on chronic injury/illness which often gets
overlooked compared to acute injury/illness. All this costs money and increases a business'
overhead costs. Not a good thing when NZ businesses are under threat from overseas
countries which place no emphasis on personal safety and are in direct competition with NZ
businesses. No wonder work is leaving NZ shores to Asian countries where the overheads
are far lower, and we are told by accountants "quality is not an issue". Governments
should enforce a level playing field of equivalent health and safety standards so businesses
can compete fairly.
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fatigue and complacencey
Lack of attention to safe working practices and rushing to complete a job
Human mistakes.
unwell clients
hot water tap
Too many people take short cuts to in their view speed their production
Under resourced therefore rushing duties.
Not everyone reporting issues no matter how big or small. Lack of resources.
The nature of the occupation, hostile clients and unprdictable and fluid working
environment
Staff failing to take personal responsibility. Staff failing to say 'no'. This could be through
fear?
Occupational overuse syndrome
stress, working too quickly, not wearing correct protective gear.
Staff not following safety procedures and being careless.
Fashion footwear with heels not suitable for slippery surfaces and stair climbing.
Increasing Pressure of work/ Stress
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External factors eg uneven surface causing trips & falls. Workload stress causing
mental/physical illness
Illness often shared due to close working space, injury due to not taking enough care when
completing task. Too much hurry. Employees not taking responsibility for own health and
safety care.
we don't really have any. Jsut colds/flu. Flu jab would stop alot of it spreading.
We don't have many as I work in a library, and the one's we get tend to be minor. Back
strain and general muscle injuries from posture and lifting. Occasionally cuts.
Not thinking
Policing is a confrontational busy at times, and even with the best practice , training and
protective equipment, injuries can still occur. Not having a purposeful built building, having
over 90 staff crammed into a building designed for thirty, and insufficient mens and ladies
bathroom facilities contribute.
inattention to task at hand
Attitude -- and awareness ofpotential dangers of using equipment/utensiles etc, work
habits and processes, not being 100% attentive at work around nachines and equipment.
slips trips and falls
We dont actually have many accidents... but drunk or stoned humans who think they are
Mike Tyson are where our incidents come from!!!!!
equipment design/ergonomics etc...
Sharp implements, knives, blades etc
Unsafe working conditions, too much haste, a "she'll be right attitude" and lack of
adherence to H&S work practices.
Complacency
poor work place positioning and stress
Papercuts is the worst injury I have had to attend to here
bad luck or carelessness
incorrect siting postions , not using correct ladders . picking up boxes ,
Carelessness and inattention to environment - human error
The workplace/employer trying to increase output with increased targets and less
resources.
Failing to concentrate on the task at hand. Fortunately our incidents are usually very
minor.
Not taking regular breaks, and staff coming to work with colds/viruses.
Weather, terrrian, other road users.
Incorrect posture for the task being undertaken.
Low risk workplace.
Excessive workload and lack of staff
Not paying attention or taking shortcuts
laziness
Rushing, pressure, stupid people
Various kinds of falls. Schools are complex environments with a large number of people
moving around a lot. The flooring and ground surfaces vary, there are stairs, icy areas in
winter, and a wide range of shoe types including some that are not particularly appropriate
to conditions.
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staff taking short cuts to get there jobs done.
Repetive nature of most jobs
not paying enough attention and carelessness
lack of attention to detail, could be caused by fatigue, used to process

short sighted choices, or ignoring potential hazards.
Staff taking shortcuts, either trying to get job done faster due to work pressure
Not paying attention.
Taking short cuts
Inattention
Lack off attention and apathy of employee to adhere to safe practises
Rushing, not thinking and tiredness
The changing work environment. Workers not taking personal responsibility for there work
environment until it is to late and there is a minor injury.
Poor lighting,ventalation, old injuries of workmates
the nature of the job - we work with unpredictable, sometimes violent clients
Complacency, lack of training
Inattention to standard process requirements, loss of focus on safety against getting the
job done.
carelessness
Careless or thought less actions
stress,fatigue,overworked,personal distractions,work inviroment,use of un qualifiued
staff.useing faulty machinary,use of in correct or appropriate tools
working to fast , over confidence
precived pressure to do tasks in a short period of time causing people to take shortcuts.
and a "she'll be right" attitude!
Don't know
It'll be Right attitude
Staff taking short cuts
People not following procedures - It is a "She'll be right" culture problem seen throughout
NZ.
in our area operative thatres croc shoes causes trips and slipps. Needle stick injuries.
precitces of moving patient... changing the culture to a none lifting practice is difficult,
Management meed to be seen to attend and comment directly. The need for moving
patient fast by hand to save/maintian the airway is always a posibility.Some surgeons..most
aneathatists and most orderlies see this as an excuse to continue old habits. Its hard when
you feel you are the only one saying and doing the correct thing.
In attention to surroundings. People walking and tripping over themselves not necessarily
over hazards. However there a number of back strains from staff with handling of heavier
work roles. This is due to aging labouring workforce with wear and tear on their backs.
poor planning and taking shortcuts
People not following procedures - rushing, being distracted, not using equipment/not using
equipment correctly
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Not taking advantage of the advice on keeping safe
fatigue, poor footwear
Lack of attention to the work being undertaken
lack of information and attention to detail
Lack of perception on how dangerous their work practices are

Laziness Lack of Knowledge Lack of forthought She'll be right attitude
Unsafe behaviours.
laziness..."she'll be right" then a lack of understanding of what workplace H&S is really
about. Proactively stopping incidents beforehand.
cut fingers/hands, due to slipping when using tools, catching in tight spaces, or sharp edges
Not paying attention
Very small, cramped environment with lots of hazards that are unavailable. Largely due to
earthquakes and ongoing repairs etc.
Contractors not having systems in place to audit their work sites, safety equipment i.e
power leads not having electrical compliance tags, harness not inspected. Expect the
principle to montor and police H&S, only responding when an issue is raised. Pressure to
complete work in the shortess time possible. Management not taking health and safety
seriously, will have all the paper work in place to meet but take the time to develop a
culture of safety at the coal face. Trying to complete a job in the cheapest way possible,
particularly contractors tendering, building safety into the job will increase the price
submitted. Lack of committment to identify and control hazards
All simple accidents
Stress both professional and personal.
The sand blowing across the playground
lack of co-operation from older staff memebers!
People tripping Issues arising from sitting at their desk Stress
Not following correct procedure, inattention.
lack of thought. in a dangerous area perhaps more training or discussion.
Manual handling
Management not understanding the processes which we actually go thru. Puting a band aid
on instead of actually knowing the the root cause of the problem or incident. Also
management just paying lip service to the processes and not actually understanding the
way things actually work on the shop floor.
The majority of our accidents are slips and trips - particularly going up stairs.

lack of skills, training and the proper equipment
Not lifting correctly
pEOPLE
Environment, clientele, stress
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In the area that our team works in we have not had any major incidents causing injury or
illness.
Most I have had to deal with are worker not applying procedures that they have been
trained for.
relaxed attitudes towards healthand safety in the workplace
My team work at height so we are trained well and take care of each other and we have
not had any Injuries as we would not come home alive so we take H/S seroiusly.so icant
help with this question
The individual worker must heed health and safety rules and practice safe work habits
more. I have dealt with situations where the worker took shortcuts which lead to a breach.
Lack of training on technech
Fatigue
lack of care from workers
Attitude that it will not happen to me I have always done this way and not hurt myself
Complacence within our work place. Lack of funding to inpliment safer invirment.
varied, human error, tiredness,
n/a
disregarding safety procedures
techniques in venepuncture and manual handling techniques
Bad attitude by my fellow workers, mainly a she will be right or health and safety is a pain
attitude.
Falls, cuts
Safety culture encouraged and followed up by workers and managment
Inattention
Individuals not adopting safe work practices.
cuts
long hours of work night shift seven days a week
not being careful enough, rushing
Inside work walls pressers to get jobs done on a minimal amount of time that is provided to
them as wages are tight and employers need to make good returns to keep job secruity
Too many rules and not enough commonsense
lack of attention, poor condition of tools, old equipment, a relaxed approach to safety, not
wearing appropriate PPE, harsh environment, a percieved rush to get work done, poor
planning
Trips, falls and strains followed by burns.
Training , experience and lack of concentration . Mind not on task at hand . The none
realisation of the graverty of employees actions can affect others and them selfs.
Most common injury in my workplace is needlestick injury. The incidences are low. Causes
include: the nature of the job (surgery), operator trying to hurry, busy workload, correct
procedure not followed.
management not enforcing take five,not actively engaging reps to take part in
inspections,management not actively enforcing safety inspection findings because they
know there are not the resources to make short term improvements.
There are very few. In the past, complacency has been the cause.
Combination of lack of correct tools and shortcuts
Without being Part of the Investigation, and only seeing Stats unsure.
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Ours is an office environment and is low risk. No major incidents.
Carelessness and rushing to complete tasks. I like to say "Less haste, more speed."
The area I use to look after was low risk. Minor injuries. Students returning to class under
the Influence of drugs.
Staff inattention to tasks at hand.
Unfortunately our clientele - I work for Police.
Accidents .. lack of support by management for team leaders when "shortcuts" are being
taken or bad work practices are being performed. Illness ... coersion by management on
workers to come to work when ill by infering someone is not "pulling their weight" or
threatening to require a medical certificate for what is an illness that only requires bed rest
and over the counter medication to get better ie influenza or colds

Injury - caused by assault Illness - it can be any number of things
Inattentiveness, using the wrong tools for the job
attitudes
AROGANCE
people being complacent when it coms to being aware of your surroundings where ever
you are, unfortunately the world we now live they are always looking for someone to
blame and you need to cover yourself and your actions
Complacancy of personnel in "office" environment
staff training
operator awareness hastiness to get the job done
We don't have a very high rate of incidents - but most major ones would be caused by
equipment not behaving as expected (e.g. pressure building up too high).
Manual Handling
Mostly minor cuts, etc. caused by inattention and not wearing PPE provided
Incorrect lifting technique
ignorance of responsibilty to self
ROTATION SHIFT WORK, ITS A PROVEN FACT THAT NIGHT SHIFT UPSETS THE BODY BIG
TIME. TIRDNESS WOULD BE THE BIGGEST THING WE KEEP AN SERIOUS EYE ON
complacency
Staff in attention to what they are doing sometimes happens. Also sometimes an injury is
caused by something that has never happened before and no ones thought of it before the
injury occurs.
being over cofident, lack of skilled workers/ leaders/ people frightend to stand up to the
boss, drug alchol testing means accidents go unreported
Complacency and/or lack of importance placed on H&S
Stupidity
doing to much at once, leading to unattention.
HURRYING TO MAKE DEADLINES & MAYBE TAKING SHORTCUTS
She will be right attitude, Taking shortcuts and lack of knowledge about safety proceedures
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People
lifting, twisting, sprains, strains
Stress
Complaciant
Lack of senior management and staff commitment to health and safety. Staff and
management following rules when suits, then complaining when they disagree on another
matter. Having double standards.
illness - staff not staying at home when they are sick, colleagues are catching their bugs.
injury - staff not being mindful of their whereabouts, edcuation and processes have been
put in place but staff aren't paying too much attention to 'the smaller things'.
lack of attention
manual handling
Too many shortcuts being taken to meet production deadlines
To many short cuts,not enough communication,skilled input on job starts from start to
finish.
Basically people are rushing to get things done and become careless on safety. this is when
accidents occur
slips trips and falls. Also lifting patients,leading to back injuries.
People in a hurry to complete tasks. Taking short cuts on their own accord or instructed to
by foreman. Shift work components: night lighting, fatigue Machinery failures.
Inadequate staff for the job, afraid of heights, too overweight, too old, vision impaired???
Discriminating?
Working Conditions Management fail to address
Stress. Workers do not think of consequences of their actions when under duress and
stress. They take risks with equipment from time retraints put on them.
unpredictable animals (dogs, mostly) and customers
Not enough staff to deal with the clients through the door, which makes for stressful and
under valued staff, causing mistakes, more work leading to break downs in communication
etc.
Accidents
short cuts being taken. time pressures .
our environment.
Pressure to get work completed with lack of appropriate tools and staff
We have a very low rate in my area (Retail)
Employees taking short cuts to complete jobs faster. Not following our procedures
Inattention, hurrying, inexperience, hazards of work
inattention tiredness
Stress. Inadequate machinery Human error
Slips and falls due to wet floors Needle stick injury Heavy lifting Violence and aggressive
patients
Habit. And the worst offenders are mostly those with the longest service. It is easy to instil
safe working practices in newbies. You can explain to them the rational behind working
safely. It is another story with some long-timers. It is very hard to change the,'I've done it
this way for a hundred years' attitude. What I find very disappointing is they will comply
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with requirements when they're being observed or think they may be, but will revert to
their old habits when they believe they're not being observed or there is little chance of
them being so. It is perverse.
Lack of Planning
people being distracted
Hazards like cords
people being careless
Stress
haven't had any
Work overload
Stupidity
workers disregard for H & S practice's
Money and the lack of it or the desire for the company to earn more of it at the expense of
proper health and safety
lifting
I do worry that increased class sizes might mean students are not so closely supervised.
Trips, strains & cuts
excessive hours
Trips Slips and Falls
Lack of structured training practices which lead to inappropriate and unsafe processes.
Staff involved not taking personal rsponsibility for their actions and doing something stupid
which results in an injury.
tired or not concentrating{shift work}.....series of events coming together to make a
"situation"
Most of our injuries are due to behaviour, we have more pain and discomfort ie muscle
discomfort rather than actual injuries
Stress! RSI
negative and "she'll be right" attitudes to safety. Some people think that near miss
reporting is a negative thing where it clearly isn't.
Work stress .
Slips trips and falls,
Lack of personal responsibility. You can put all the protection you like into a workplace, but
if the employee is unwilling to adopt safe work practices you are wasting your time.
Environmental
Carelessness or complacency related to safety.
Slip, trip, falls Manual Handling Vehicle incidents cuts, bumps & bruises
People apathy.......also some are really minor sickness such as tweaked muscles etc which
report up to LTI and are blown out of proportion.
car travel that is a major part of the job computer use - field staff are not entitled to
individualised set-up as they do not use a computer for more than half their day.
Lack of knowledge by individuals
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Forklifts. Staff not taking due care and attention when using these vehicles
We have had no indicents in the past year - N/A
Loss of concentration.
Stress, machinery and equipment, large class sizes (secondary school)
Poor risk analysis

OVER FAMILIAR WITH EQUIPMENT "CAN DO ATTITUDE"
careles attitude of the workers, workers have no perception of the constant dangers faced
and management are not enforcing the need to take care.
lifting
Probably more stress related due to workloads etc and from working on computers all day.

people doing stupid things!
short cuts on tasks, cost, equipment, staffing levels and long hours ( working more than one
job to make ends meet) and an "it won't happen to me" attitude
Incorrect lifting.
Stress due shift work
Poor support from management who generally ignore Health and Safety
People not thinking about what they are doing.
Slips trips and falls, people in hurry or not following correct procedure
Property owners not adhering to problems that have been brought to their attention at
times.
lack of concentration
staff failure to comply with safety protocols closely followed by the organisation (lower
management) not buying into H&S 100%, often using lack of funds as an excuse
We have had very few. Only staff visiting other school sites and tripping etc.
A lack of understanding from the general employee that they have a role in their own
safety. For example, I work in the meat industry which is heavily into manual labour. The
employees give no thought (generally) to preparing themselve physically for the job.
Unsafe behaviour and lack of personal responsibility
Stress
Inattention, lack of consentration
No such thing as an accident there is a reason for the event occuring which varies
ill equiped work places and no cooperation from management to fix it
Persons not being fully aware of the H/S programs we have in place and fatigue, and also
persons who don,t really take time out to see what H/S standards we have in place for
there safety.
worker error
The paper work required is massive therefore a huge barrier for health and safety officers
to carry out their duty effectively. Because of the paper work required, I would rather
ignore, avoid and hope for no workplace accidents, then spend hours completing paper
work for every new site employees visit - some of which are for only a couple of hours. The
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time cost to complete the required workplace safety forms is ridiculous. If the paperwork
was simplified and businesses were given a template safety checklist to fill out for free, I
could almost guarantee I would undertake worksite safety checks more regularly.
Subtely being pushed by managers and supervisors to hurry on tasks and break downs to
minimise downtime. Staff are constantly rushing instead of planning jobs for themselves.
We work 24/7 shifts therefore more care is needed at night.
Poorley designed plant. Old tech in plants
Apathy most worker think it will happen to someone else Not reporting repeat
incidences,then finally someone else suffers a worse fate. contractors taking short cuts
(not following permit to work) People who are charged with the responsibility to follow the
permit to work but they just fill it in as a paper exercise.
poor common sense and poor workplace environment that promotes health and safety
Lack of care
Complacency and an inability for management to effect change in the older Staff who then
directly effect work practices of the new
1) Stress: Helping boys with behavior issues in a residential setting. 2) Fatigue: Shift
work rosters.
workplace stress,
carelessness
excessive risk taking, worker short cuts
Back pain - caused by lifting

being to used to doing there job that there becomes less Hazards to them [so they think]
because they perform the role everyday
Lack of Safety training from management and supervisers
Worker stupidity and bosses not fully H&S ducated
Lack of training tiredness
Attitude from staff
Manual lifting.
Environment - operating grant of schools not sufficient to rectify h&s hazards immediately.
Getting funding from ministry takes ages.
Apathy, dishonesty and ignorance.
In my work place only minor incidents happens since last year. e.g. small cuts
lack of attention by individuals. Choosing not following established procedures
lack of equipment and time - meaning that people are rushed, the equipment is often not
available or is seen to take too much time to obtain.
Equipment design, behaviour - some is poor individual behaviour, but some is caused by
workplace pressures.
Complacency, people not following Standard Operation Procedures.
Being in too much of a hurry/too busy to take precautions that seem unimportant until it's
too late.
The "won't happen to me" attitude and "she'll be right". People aren't educated
cuts
Money
Back strain from lifting, minor cuts.
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Complacency and lack of knowledge
Wrong hadling trolley. Shelving books. Using computer mouse
Strains,, sprains etc caused by dealing with live animals
careless work habits not following procedures
Unsafe practises, Carrying items.
under staffing - overworked staff who struggle to get annual leave and 4 days off per
fortnight, lack of adequate protective equipment, lack of sleep due to lack of staff and
having to work 7 or 8 sleep overs in a fortnight. We constantly struggle to get adequate
supplies of protective equipment and are now 'rationed' so we don't use too much as it is
costly!
We have a strong H & S realted work ethic and regular monthly meetings. The
dissemination of information and training guidance is first class. The majority of incidents
(although few) arise from staff failing to comply with standard procedure. We have very
few unforseen and/or actual accidents which is testament to the H & S training we have all
undergone and the focus/policies that have therefore been established.
Fatigue
Fatigue and stress, particularly as fewer and fewer workers are required to do more and
more work.
Management not taking health and safety seriously in my changing working environment.
Complacency
"She'll be right" and she's not.
Complacency . Big money is spent on health and safety. This spend is at a corporate level
and ensures we comply with legislative requirements. This needs to be activly reduced and
the spend needs to be pushed down to the ground floor. This could be by the way of extra
supervision, more training. Corporate HS&E spend should only be a small % value of front
line spend
Rush to get a job done.
Complacency with the HAVING TO FOLLOW RULES
Inattention, distraction, stress related.
carelessness and in-attention
not following protocol when lifting or turning patients.
Understaffing and under resourcing
Fraility of the residents
Lack of time to do the task
we are very low on task orientated incidents
Overuse of computer equipment
Inappropriate behaviour, lack of space and work setting area and lack of training.
Unsafe use of tools and machines Not using good technique when lifting/moving heavy
items
disregarding of hazard registers and lack of training
Stress is the biggest one for us plus lack of general understanding of heath and safety
requirments in the work place by both managers and employees.
We are a community health organisation and have nurses out in people's homes delivering
health care. We have a lot of slips, trips and falls where nurses or carers trip on paths etc in
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and around clients homes. Back strain is also quite common among carers and domestic
assistants. Possibly from adopting incorrect postures. Training and promoting awareness is
provided around this.
ignorance of hazard
Employee culture, ultimatley managements culture (starts from the top)
Carelessness

Nil
Lack of training. Loss of concentration
Lack of training and unwillingness of company to deal with anything that costs them money
Emotional stress; expectation of management; under resourced for work load.
Lack of training,rushing work and not being fully focused on the job due to some distraction
Tiredness, stress
Pressure
people rushing their job - we have been asked to ensure we are working at a safe speed
'She'll be right' or 'It wont happen to me' attitudes of people
Complancy / Lack of Concentration
carelessness
Illness - probably colds, flu etc brought in by the public. Accidents - (I don't know the
answer to this)
lack of money.
Laziness and a attitude it's not my problem. Plus lots of our staff English is a second
language.
Virtually non existant - office environment. Employer has eliminated almost all risks
Carelessness and often forgotten things pertenent to their work.
Office based, risks identified rather than incidents. No injury caused in my specific area.
People being complacent and thinking ill be right. Not adhereing to policies and procedures
or company rules.
Over work, tiredness etc
Sedentary related incidents. Back pain etc etc from sitting at the desk incorrectly
workers not being educated around health & safety matters and the importance of it.
Conveniently making it the problem, work, issue of the Health & safety Representative

laziness
some incidents occur outside of work time, some are caused by stress, repetitive
tasks/OOS, existing medical conditions. Also, we are a Public Library, so we see a wide
range of people through our workplaces, and a wide range of abilities!
long hours. Stress
The nature of the work. Working in surgery whenever their are needles/blades involved
you always run the risk of a sharps accident.
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Human error, stress related matters
Lack of attention
inattention
Air conditioning
Untidyness and clutterv(boxes and other bits on the floor) .
lack of attention, carelessness
Inattention
Generally environmental isses such as workstations, minimising clutter. Accessways to
buildings, safety of buildings.
we have very few incidents in our workplace. Our staff have office space but spend much
of their time on the road or in schools.
Pre planning, lack of insight into potential and acutal hazard Distracted, lack of focus on
task being undertaken Tiredness, short cuts
ignorant people
People turning a blinde eye to health and safety - not taking enough care. mostly people
rushing!
Unsafe work practices.
Staff being at work with a cold or flu
complacency and/or lack of attention
we have never had any major incidents or illness
Not listening or reading the signs.
stupid workers who don't follow warnings / procedures etc
Not following safe procedures
Posture
Lack of care
non thinking about an actitivy befoew doing it.
I need to declare here that I now have a senior management role in the business. Luckly we
have very few if any injuries as it is an office environment. The stress aspect however
working in a Communication/Call centre which by its very nature is tightly managed re
workload, breaks and when you can take them, physical environment and public
expectation of servise would be one of our issues. Having said that there are low levels
reported as we have in my opinion excellent support for the staff.
Air conditioning. Users using devices and not looking whats in front of them.

#NAME?
Lack of resources Excessive workloads Complacency
NOT PUTTING SKILLS TO TASK.
In my workplace it is normally human error or inattention
Slips, trips, OOS type issues
Lack of awareness
People not paying attention to there surroundings.
people not following procedures
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Reptition of work. That at the start is fine but over a period of time causes strain and
uncomfortable symptoms. Also changes in peoples lifestyle, sometimes stress at
home/work can cause an overlooked ingury to flare up.
Aging workforce have a lot of strains and niggles. Resistance to H&S policing by some staff
members.
Over worked Staff don't think safety

hard to know as I haven't seen the summary of accidents.
Office based work mainly minor cuts and older workers old age health issues. Non work
related colds and flu's are the biggest time off work expense.
Stress and carelessness
STRESS
Inattentive - causing staff to not look where they are stepping causing unnecessary slips
Ignoring Health & Safety promotions Continuing to carry uncovered liquid throughout the
work place causing spillages and slippery surfaces
Lack of training and complacancy

Being careless, making mistakes.
Complacency
lack of Management interest, they talk the talk but don't walk the walk
Slips and trips.
Low staff awareness of the importance of health & safety or inattention with work tasks
taking short cuts
Things not put away properly, and are in the way of others. Constant Typing
Slips, trips and falls
Workers not taking responsibility for their own safety
Slips trips and falls, dog attacks, motor vehicle accidents
complacently, lack of moral, fatigue, repetitive work tasks
Most accidents in my opinion are caused by peoples behaviors, and inattention to what
they are doing.
over reaching, stretching, incorrect bending causing sparins and strains
Most accidents I have been involved with are managments refusal to listen to the serious
requests of staff and reps. We have a H&S policy & proceedure which are token and a
committment which is really only "risk minimisation" or 'butt covering" rather than a real
concern for safety.
Time reatraints causing workers to increase haours and with urgency.
Stress and poor equipment /resourses
attitude towards health and safety needs to change
Education, apathy and ignorance of the law or concern about possible consequences.
Complacency
sprain and strain
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Illness- people not staying home when sick Injury - minimal, workload can be an issue,
emotional issues e.g. stress
people
workers rushing/taking shortcuts
Lack of communication from different levels, resulting in an apathetic approach to what it
means to have health and safety part of the overall workplace.
repetitive stress
Time - rushing to do things/taking shortcuts
unsafe environment
Slips, trips and falls
Behaviour and old equipment.
I do not know as I have never been given the chance to find that out!
Our incidents are minor and mainly involve cuts or strain related injuries
We have never in my 15 years here no one has obtained a injury Safety is always first no
matter cost
Individuals not being aware of the hazards in their enviornment
Lack of understanding of decision making managers of work places hazards and how to
manage them.
Inattention
Carelessness and inattention by employees
LACK OF CARE TAKEN
Lack of management understanding of health & safety

Not knowing what is right and what is wrong Unskilled and untrained people Management
trying to take short cuts Not knowing the margin of life and death at work
complacency it will never happen to me attitude distraction lack of planning and
appropriate consultancy
mainly the behavioural of the staff
manual handling, carelessness
Laziness,carelessness and the New Zealand work culture and attitide that it will not happen
to me
Inattention
People not taking due care
Complacency. Our workplace is generally hazard free. It is people not taking more care that
causes the most injury. i.e not watching where they are going, not taking care when getting
a cup of hot water, etc. The only other main concern is OOS. This doesn't always result in an
injury but can contribute or develop one. Staff need to be taking their workplace breaks
and regularly moving throughout the day when they can. This is also up to the person. The
education and tools are there. We do also get abusive clients over the phone but this
doesn't result in physical injury. Sometimes mental but staff are trained to manage this.
poor work or personal safety practices
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Attitude, people stuck in their ways
Trips and slips and mostly carelessness.
lack of commitment and understanding from empolyer
Site hazards in the workplace - mercifly none occured.
inattention to what what you are doing , confined spaces
people losing interest/concentration in regard the tasks they are involved in, this can be
also related to but not confined to late night drinking/partying activities devil may care
attitudes people being too far ahead of the here and now (stress)
lack of attention, inadequate training
unsafe work practices
Inattention
sprains and strains Bruising and crushing
CDHB fail to supply necessary equipment. It takes months if not years for something to
change. The CDHB has so much waste a private company could not and would not run a
hospital in this manner. If this comment was followed they would appoint another
committee of people with no idea of what the problem is and pay them around $80000.
external uncontrolled environmental events
Carelessness and lack of responsibility on the individuals behalf. Too often it is blamed on
the employer or training. Also often the preventative measure is too cumbersome which
encourages corner cutting.
LAZINESS OF WORKERS NOT TO LOOK AFTER THEMSELVES - WEAR PPE - REPORT & HAVE
FIX POOR ACCESS OR EQUIPMENT
not being listened to by the boss
Ignorance by Management and a reluctance to consider all aspects of health & Safety in the
work place. Often even in large companies Health & Safety rules are not really enforced or
adhered to.
NOt so much injury - but illness is high
tired staff, not rotated in jobs enough. too long in one area doing the same movements all
the time, pain and strain injuries
Stupidity
Workers not using the provided equipment for the safe moving and handling of residents.
They say it is quicker to just lift people instead of using hoists etc.
People not following procedure
lifting
Staff not adhering to the rules
Lack of management buy in and leasership with respect to health and safety
Slip, trips and falls and incorrect lifting techniques
Falls
Stress. Workplace and Homelife.
Time deadlines and cramped conditions
carelessness, slips, trips, strains, cuts, body fluid exposures
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Clutter, understaffing,not following procedures
Complacency Hurry to complete task.
complacency and lack of funding and tools available to maintain proper safety and
education
Slips due to wet floors.
Reduced team sizes with a greater workloads, shortcuts to get the job done.
Middle managers and Supervisors being so keen to show senior management that they are
meeting productivity targets that they sideline H&S whenever they can get away with it and
pressurise employees to work unsafely or they turn a blind eye to unsafe practices because
it would slow down production or cost money if they were to make the necessary changes
to keep people safe. Senior management are generally unaware that this is going on as they
rely upon the supervisors and middle managers for accurate information. It's all ok until
there is an accident or incident and then the supervisors and middle managers duck for
cover and try to blame the employee rather than take responsibilty for allowing or
encouraging unsafe behaviours or processes.
Staff trying to rush while doing their job
The superiority of hindsight over foresight
Workplace culture that places throughput over health and safety, even though this is not
implicitly stated anywhere. It is an implicit pressure resulting from the way outcomes are
measured.
shortage of staff
Manual Handling, innatentive staff, staff not planning actions/assessing situation
People not follow company lock out procedures
At present there is a policy that required all staff to wear safety shoes. This was bought in
around 2 years ago and people are having discomforts with the shoes. Our work
environment is cramped and we have many people working in limited space which causes
injuries. Shortage of staff creates more pressure issues to complete the mountain of work.
Management make the staff feel like they are clumsy fools when we report an injury so
some do not get reported and as a result continuous repetitive movement creates a worst
problem.
Carelessness
carelessness of staff not removing obstacles
Repetative strain injuries from computer overuse
Safety is seen as a means that middle management can us to victamise employees that are
prepared to us there system to try and inshore that everone has a level playing field to
when it come to there approuch to the way tasks are done in a safe and productive
manour. Because of inconsistant recording of safety there is now a growing group that
believe, if nothing is said, there will be no reprocushtions and therefore no ongoing
victamization of themselves and other like minded employees
People not taking time out to think about what they are doing before going ahead with the
job
poor work habits and a lack of understanding of the current legislation
employees bad practice
poor or substandard workplace practices by management. poor or cheapest available
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people
Stair wells and esculators.
Lack of practical committment/accountability by an Organisation.
Ignoring process and taking short cuts

Complacency.
Attitude
Work station set up, uneven or slippery surfaces
workers not thinking when they do a job about there own safety
Building layout/new environments.
inattention, employees creating hazards and not fixing them, lack of housekeeping and a
'don't care attitude'
Ignorance, carelessness
RSI/computer usage, slips/trips/falls
Careless mistakes.
1 staff has 1 day off work with a lifting strain
Behaviours
fatigue-stress-older staff that underestimate their capabilities.
Complacency
I work for the NZ Police. The nature of the job is in itself an inherant risk however we have
a well planned and managed training regime to mitigate those risks as much as possible but
at the end of the day we are still required to go into harms way if need be.
Unpredicable nature of work enviorment
We have not had any incidents.
Mostly back sprains for cleaners and cuts & burns for Chefs
Taking shortcuts
Inattention and she'll be right attitude
we have a very low incident rate. we work in modern premises and in a corporate
environement, so don't encounter the h&s issues that more labour based business
encounter.
inattention not taking notice of risk situations
Lack of attention to basics 'in the heat of the moment' situations.
Behavioural issues from students
probably cuts, and more reciently it would be strains.
careless by people. Only injuries in my workplace have been slip/trip/fall which have been
caused by people not environment
People. Dealing with aggressive, intoxicated persons who do not want to be with you or
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flee and are chased
currently we are running well as far as incidents are concerned. our daily DMS meetings
involve near accident reporting,hazard identification,and concerns of any sort. This
increases awareness and reduces risk and accidents.
Complacency to doing a task regularly then taking a short cut or not giving due care to the
hazards

complacency and failure to work out a plan first.
Personal carelessness
Employer failure to manage hazards
lack of awareness of hazards
People not following procedures, people not pulling peers up when performing unsafely
Operator error or poor plant design
Tiredness, we are Shift Workers
Employees not taking responsibility for their own actions
At our workplace, I wonder about the building standards for air condition etc.. there seem
to be many illnesses that are airborn, Relocation - boxes are sometimes put in places
where people can trip,
Lack of pre-thought about consequences of action.

DPI from computer
New staff lack of training
People coming to work sick and other people catching their bugs. we have people slipping
and this is due to not looking when they step back off steps. Our industry is minimum wage
and the team do over time to increase their wages so we have tired staff sometimes and
silly accidents like these happen, when this is the case we have to put a cap on the amount
of overtime is available for staff.
Slips and trips
We don't have enough incidents for there to be a majority. The most prevalent issue is
probably workplace stress, but have a strong focus on providing support and seeking help
to manage this. Other than that, the unreliable airconditioning - which building services are
always trying to fix - is probably our biggest issue.
Stress and Fatigue
equipment
Lack of sign posted information. Communication to staff members in regards to potential
accidents.
Stress
Manual handling
Being an office environment it is all minor type injuries. lifitng causeing bad backs, paper
cuts, bad posture at computer etc. The company H & S manager deals with all outside staff
type injuries.
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The number of incidents and accidents are low in my workplace as good systems are in
place. Most incidents are discomfort caused by they way people sit at their computers.
We do an ergonomic assessment for them when this happens.
Insufficient care and attention.
When staff dont follow procedures however, we have minimal accidents
There hasn't really been any
stupidity
Spread of germs (visiting clients that are sick)
Issues with the air conditioning in our building.
Accidents and not taking breaks
A lack of common sense, or just laziness, in ensuring that their work area is safe to work in.
The managements passing responsiblity attatude of production before safety and claiming
they dont have the money to rectify hazards they dont want to.
Failure to follow correct proceedures, high workplace demands
STRESS
Individual employees who do not think for themselves. There is too much emphasis on
filling out paper records and not enough effort in teaching the individual to take
responsibility for their actions
This will not come over well. Mostly over weight and unfit women pandering to fashionable
shoes etc and stumbling etc. Age is a factor in this.
inattention, poor concentration, environmental issues, unidentified hazards, poorly trained
subcontractors.
people think having to comply with safety requiremnts takes too long. need to put on
equipment or have assistance etc. think it will be quicker to do it another way. Also
pressure from manangement to complete work quickly leads to people thinking they need
to take short cuts. poor communication between manangement and staff is a contributing
factor in a lot of incidents. "Someone" knows about a particular task or chemical or
equipment but the person doing the job is not given that information.
Stress/under pressure due to lack of cover. Feel obliged to come to work when unwell.
Pressure put on individuals by Manager who delegate downwards and maybe too much
responsiblity put onto their shoulders , these people not knowing how to say No. I think
some of the injuries may occur due to people not being physically fit, to perform some of
the tasks expected.We can all benifit from move at work training from time to time to
remind us How to Work/move safely at Work. Ensuring staff are taking their required
breaks, so they are 100% on the ball .
stress,flus,unhealthy work environments,manual handling,back pains
Tiredness, Stress, Not physically fit.
Lack of specific training for job task, equipment operation and complacency
We have a small team of 7 people and we are a Health Service, "touching wood" here but
accidents and injuries are not frequent at all.
Ignorance of correct use of ppe, failure to follow procedures, individual decissions, risk
taking behaviour, individuals failing to be acocuntable and responsible for their actions
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DPI, lifting & tripping
Lack of Focus on task at hand
Familiarity instead on focus with tasks. Deviating from normal practice when busy or
under stress
Workers not following site rules set out by my company
not listening to their pain and leaving it until it gets severe
In my opinoin, I believe most accidents are a result of the complacency of the staff. The
average time that staff have been with the company is + 10 years. The staff that do have
accidents are typically the longer serving memebers +20 years and they seem to think they
are more immune from injury.
people under pressure and deadlines cant concentrate solely on the task at hand
Lack of Employee awareness of H&S Systems
People not evaluating the potential risk before undertaking a task. The time to evaluate
(and keep safe) must be factored into each job.
Carelessness
Lack of attention to detail by operators. My workplace provide SOP's, Personal Safety
Equipment and encourage their use. We encourage safe working practises and this is
followed up with incident investigation and changes to process if required. We conduct self
audits, do risk assesment on new equipment and provide signage or barriers to either E, I or
M
Our client group is prone to assaulting support staff.
Lack of worker awareness, followed by them not taking H & S seriously (like teenagers drink
driving, it won't happen to me). Management paying lip service to H & S only so staff feel
nervous about bringing things into the open.
trips and falls
Carelessness - not concentrating on tasks ( staff and contractors) Lack of care and attention
of parents and caregivers in regards to children on escalators. Customers ignore visible
signs of no prams, barefeet, kids playing on escalators. I deal with with too many serious
harm incidents that are the direct cause of parents not looking after their kids. It would be
brilliant if a tv program would be put out to create awareness about the hazards and harm
that can occur on the escalators.
complancency, taking shortcuts, jumping in without thinking about the hazards and risk.
Unstable airconditoning unit. Either too hot or too cold and replacement of parts take over
a month to sort.
Lack of attention to task at time of incident
Inatention
slips , trips and falls
reverting back to things have always been done in the past the attitude of casualness and
the shell be right mentality
Lack of common sense and people not taking things seriously until they are hurt. Its hard to
make the little things taken seriously. H&S is quite often seen as a constant nag to general
staff particularly if they are office bound. Also giving staff confidence to say no to situations
they feel maybe dangerous.
complacency and routine
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acËš of support from management
Employees understanding of requirements

tripping & falling staffs own issues.
People not taking shortcuts, human nature "it won't happen to me" attitude
Employees failing to follow instructions and their training, taking shortcuts or ignoring
obvious hazards, being pressured to work and safely, failing to speak up or report a trivial
accidents and hazards, poor literacy and understanding. Employers failing to have
adequate health and safety systems or focusing on compliance (paper-based) rather than
the actual performance, poor educational and lack of understanding of obligations and
failure or reluctance to find out what required (number 8 wire mentality) failure to
maintain knowledge of current industry best practice or standards, do not deliberately set
out to have unsafe workplaces that allow commercial and other pressures to override,
ultimately cannot see it is important, little chance of being caught and although concerned
about levels of fines ultimately these are imposed on their companies rather than
themselves personally
we have had no major injuries or illnesses recently but the injuries we have had have been
caused by people just being people doing everyday activities
Staff not following good work practices (which they often admit they know but take
shortcuts)
Few identifiable incidents due to a reasonably low risk environment. Probably most are
repetitive strain-type issues.
Human Behaviour - Error Traps
People still have the mindset...it wont happen to me.....and need to keep machines
running, taking silly risks no matter how much it is promoted safety first
Workstation set up
Office environment - generally incidents are "one-off's". A "hot-desk" environment also
contributes poorly to general health.
Complacency and lack of risk awareness
Non-focus on the part of the person. She'll be right attitude to repetitive activities
Poor Supervision and task instruction
We have a low rate of incidents but most of it comes down to human error
Standing for long periods of time and workstations not set up correctly
Poor training and work pressures
IN ATTENTION - FAILING TO WEAR PPE
Lack of safety culture, workers not following sop's, guidelines or recomendations. acts of
every day living
sickness
We operate training kitchens so the vast majority of accidents are cuts from very sharp
knives. They mainly happen at the beginning of each semester when the students are new.
inattention, fooling around, not enough reminders of safety especially with forklifts
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Taking shortcuts; in a hurry to complete task; using inappropriate tools for task; incorrect
manual handling techniques
People not taking personal responsibility to care for themselves.
Lack of personal responsibility
We are 1300 days LTI free and i think we use common sense, we have good lifting gear, if
we need something we just get or make it.
Use of PCs.
Failure to follow correct process
inattention
Overwork, unreasonale deadlines, stress
In-attention to tasks that are being undertaken. and trying to take shortcuts outside the
SWP for the task
tireness and undue care
Mind your step. Look where you are going. Paper cuts.
Inattention and staff not following correct procedures
In my workplace most of the injuries are due to people not taking care - rushing so slipping
or falling. Outside influences e.g. rain - wet floors, most of these are dealt with by me
when reported.
Stress
culture
Our cients who have a mental health problem and aslo an intellectual disability. They are
unpredicable and ofetn react to a situation without cause or notice. They are by far the
biggest contributor to incidents causing verbal abuse and/or physical injuries.
Increased workloads and the expectation to complete this workload in the same amount of
time causes pressure and stress on the individual. "Too much to do and not enough time to
do it in" nutures the way for mistakes to occur. Recognition/acknowledgement is low.
Elements such as these affect a trainers ability to train effectively or the trainees
enthusiasm and morale is very low. Increased chances for important information to be
missed or misinterpreted. Lack of resources including financial availability. Peoples
negative perception towards health and safety in general and the flow-on effect this can
have. Lack of training to managerial roles. Overwhelming amounts of legislation,
regulations, COPs. standards that link to each other. Information is difficult to understand
and you can easily miss information criteria. Having to pay for standards.
I work in corporate, except for papercups and the odd fall we don't tend to have any
injuries.
Lack of thought on consequences of there actions?? More training
Colds, flu and stress
We don't really have any issues
Symptoms of the nature of the work for those outside of the office, and basic day to day
things for those within the office
Slips trips And falls, workstation snd workflow
Tiredness double shifts
Staff not understanding the implications of their actions or behaviours,
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Staff not following established procedures, taking short cuts or working longer hours to
earn more money resulting in fatigue and errors
Staff not taking responsibility for their own actions. We have become a nation of blamers
rather than taking personal accountability.
Car accidents such as dints/scratches to car
indifference by some employees
loss of concentration, fatigue
My workplace is office bound and stress is the major contributor to illness in our workplace
and then because of the workload people come to work with colds etc and spread them
around.
Lack of personal responsibility
Fatigue - lack of people resource due to head count... productivity over safety
Laziness and the thought that nothing will happen to them.
Heavy lifting
It is that people has been made lazy with rules and regulations that they dont think for
them selfs. People should take more responsiblity for thier actions.
Not taking health and safety issues seriously. A laid back approach to it.
We don't have major incidents at my work site - what minor incidents we deal with relate
to workers not thinking through possible dangers beforehand, I guess that reflects a lack of
personal responsibility and hazard assessment prior to "getting-on-with-the-job".
Staff in the job a long time not understanding the times have changed. Not realising that
we all need to assess work situations to keep staff aware of hazards or potential hazards.
Getting middle management to buy in to H&S. Upper management is now awesome.
Lack of care
The organisation I work in has many departments undertaking differing functions. The
causes of any incidents are also varied - i don't know if there is any one major cause.
The majority of the incidents that I have had to deal with are one of accidents. Sometimes
things happen.

People thinking they are bulletproof Not following SWP's
For incidents/near misses - the behaviours of those persons involved/affected.
An imbalance in the focuses on productive work vs safe work leading to deliberate short
cutting of safe practice and poor judgement as a result of high workplace stress. Many of
the reporting documents are too clumsy and time consuming for workers even those with
good literacy, they appear to be more about covering the boss' arse than keeping workers
safe.
Complacency, fatigue
Lack of thought by individuals before they start the task
Disregard of common sense safe working practices.
Slips, trips,falls, and heavy/awkward lifting.
Poor work practices
Some form of 'operator error' - mainly have minor bumps and scrapes caused by things like
mishandling sharp objects and nicking fingers or tripping over objects in offices.
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not enough training, work pressure
the nature of the business
random incidents occurring or issues which have never been resolved for many years
previously
Time pressure, lack of training, fatigue, frustration, and complacency.
human error
Inattention
tiredness, work load
The employer not driving home its own policy on Health Safety and Welfare
Too much americanised attitude where there is always 'someone else' to blame. There is
no personal responsibility placed people for them to be safe themselves, instead we make
more and more "Health and Safety' guidlines that 'ALL' workers must abide by, in order to
keep the few stupid/negligent people safe from themselves. This approach only dules down
the attitude towards H&S of the remaining staff and starts to foster resentment to the
whole theory of H&S. There is TOO MUCH POLICY AND PROCEEDURES, TOO MUCH
SIGNAGE, people are becoming blind to the actual risks infront of them.
Constantly having to deal with new staff with limited training; staff under pressure trying to
get their job done and lacking of attentioned, etc
Carelessness
People who are idiots
work station hazards
Complacency
human errors, people not paying attention or being in a hurry
carelessness
There are too many vagueries around the processes which creates confusion amongst the
staff. The H&S team is significantly under resourced and therefore relies heavily on the
Health and Safety Representatives.
People becoming complacent
unrealistic performance expectations from employers coupled with lack of focus on H&S in
favour of production,or employee productivity.
Training, common sense, people not having an appreciation of their surroundings - almost
as though it should be up to someone else to be careful of them
people rushing to get a job done with no pressure from management
Culture - a attitude of cutting corners.
absent mindness, trying to rush things
"she'll be alright attitude"
complacency,employees becoming too comfortable with there workplace surroundings ie
the old "she'll be right" syndrome.
Staff not taking precautions where necessary
inattention
complaicency
Lack of foresight or awareness of what could happen by not following the correct
Procedure. People are more concerned with getting the job done than with getting the job
done safely.
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NON COMPLIANCE OF H&S REQUIREMENTS. WE HAVE VERY FEW INCIDENTS HERE MAINLY
JUST THE ODD MINOR CUT.
currently we have had no incidents
Health & Safety has become dogma, rules & high vis clothing. It's lost the common-sense
self observation and "if I do this task - what possible bad things can happen" and (in my
opinion) it has become lost. It's an ethos - not a rulset. Safe behaviours can never be
managed via rules, only education.
Bad practice through urgency. Outsiders to the workplace. Lack of money in a household
causing minor sickness to be tolerated by staff and brought to the workplace.
Lack of training and people not applying skills to the task
Bad choices made & failing to follow directions.
Lack of management support
Complacency, speed to get the job done.
Unsafe work place, carelessness, lack of knowledge about safty aspects, failure of employer
to provide safe environemnt and/or information to employees,
Emploters dont care to much
In my area we haven't had any issues - I don't know about the wider organisation
Manual Handling
human behaviour
Complacency.
Poor practices
Complancy
Lack of common sense - caused by lack of understanding
Lack of common sense
culture
human error, trying too hard and mistakes are made, pressure from management to do
more than what is best in the time available, otherwise ..slips, falls, external factors
hazards where there is little control over e.g. small children
We are an office - lifting, trips, cuts, lighting,
Carelessness
Poor safety culture in some organisations
complacency, familiarity
Unsafe behaviours
Ignorance and carelessness

